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ABSTRACT 

Detailed (202 samples) profiles of total beta and 210Pb activity were determined from a 32 m firn 
core collected at the GISP2 site (72°20'N, 38°45'W) near Summit, Greenland in 1989. The beta 
radioactivity profile verifies year by year dating based on recognition of annual hoar layers back 
to 1955, and lends a high degree of confidence to the 74 year age assigned to the bottom of the 
core by this stratigraphic dating technique. The decay corrected activity of 210Pb at the time of 
deposition shows considerable short term variability, but no clear seasonal or annual periodicity. 
210Pb activity in surface snow at this site has averaged 0.7 pCi kg- 1 since 1927, but the period 
1915-1927 is characterized by a steady decline from higher levels. The average annual accumula
tion of 210Pb has markedly declined since at least 1870. Similar observations at Dye 3 suggest 
that 210Pb accumulation has decreased throughout this century over much of the Greenland Ice 
Sheet. If the records of 210Pb in the firn on the Greenland Ice Sheet are mainly reflecting the 
northern hemisphere atmospheric burden of 210Pb, these results will demand careful reassess
ment of 210Pb-based radiochronologies. However, our current lack of understanding of the 
linkages between atmospheric and snow chemistry makes the widespread applicability of these 
findings an open question. 

1. Introduction 

The depth profiles of anthropogenic radio
nuclides from atomic bomb testing (e.g., Picciotto 
and Wilgain, 1963; Lorius et al., 1968) and the 
natural 238U series 210Pb (e.g., Crozaz et al., 1964; 
Crozaz and Langway, 1966) have long been used 
to establish chronologies in polar firn and ice 
that have accumulated over the past several 
decades. In addition, these radionuclides may 
provide information about changes in atmospheric 
circulation and depositional processes over the 
same time scale (Lambert et al., 1966; Sanak and 
Lambert, 1977; Monaghan and Holdsworth, 1990; 
Nijampurkar and Clausen, 1990). 

Very detailed profiles of total beta radioactivity 
(predominantly from the fallout isotopes 90Sr and 
137Cs) and 210Pb activity were determined from the 
32 m A core recovered at the Greenland Ice Sheet 
Project Two (GISP2) site in 1989 (Fig. 1 ). These 
records provide an accurate chronology ( ± 1 year) 
for the past 74 years at this site, and help to 

corroborate the independent dating techniques 
being applied to the upper part of the GISP2 deep 
core. Perhaps more importantly, the time series 
of annual 210Pb accumulation at the GISP2 site 
since 1855 displays some interesting trends that 
may have important implications regarding the 
presumed constant flux of 210Pb that underlies its 
use as a dating technique. 

2. Methods 

Core was collected by the Polar Ice Coring 
Office of the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 
with a 5.2" electromechanical drill in a dry hole. 
One meter sections were slabbed longitudinally 
to prepare a surface for electroconductivity 
measurements in the field science trench. The small 
slab removed was sectioned for stable isotope 
studies. The remainder of the core was logged 
for visible stratigraphic features, placed in 
polyethylene sleeves and then into cardboard 
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